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      Abstract: This paper aims in presenting a thorough 
comparison of performance and usefulness of multi-resolution 
based de-noising technique. Multi-resolution based image de-
noising techniques overcome the limitation of Fourier, spatial, as 
well as, purely frequency based techniques, as it provides the 
information of 2-Dimensional (2-D) signal at different levels and 
scales, which is desirable for image de-noising. The multi-
resolution based de-noising techniques, namely, Contourlet 
Transform (CT), Non Sub-sampled Contourlet Transform 
(NSCT), Stationary Wavelet Transform (SWT) and Discrete 
Wavelet Transform (DWT), have been selected for the de-noising 
of camera images. Further, the performance of different de-
nosing techniques have been compared in terms of different 
noise variances, thresholding techniques and by using well 
defined metrics, such as Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and 
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). Analysis of result shows that 
shift-invariant NSCT technique outperforms the CT, SWT and 
DWT based de-noising techniques in terms of qualititaive and 
quantitative objective evaluation. 
     Keywords: Image De-noising, multi-resolution Domain 
Filtering, Non Sub-sampled Contourlet Transform 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Development  in the field of computer and technology have 
given many exposure  to the human which supports  easy 
searching  and develop any digital content on the internet.  
Over the years, the importance of digital images have been 
recognised and are used in many applications, such as, GIS,s 
astronomy,s computers tomography,s etc.s Imagess 
captureds bys images sensorss ares usuallys contaminateds 
bys noise.s Theres ares variouss factorss accountables fors 
degradings thes qualitys ofs imagess suchs as,s imperfects 
instruments,s problemss associateds withs thes processs ofs 
datas acquisition,s ands interferings naturals phenomena.s 
Thus,s de-noisings iss tos bes carrieds outs first,s befores 
thes digitals imagess cans bes furthers utilizeds ands 
analyzed.s Thes processs ofs de-noisings cans bes 
accomplisheds bys usings efficients de-noisings techniquess 
tos compensates fors suchs datas corruptions [1-2].s  
 Analysiss ofs non-stationarys images 
contaminateds withs time-varyings noise,s iss as difficults 
task,s ass theirs characteristicss changes withs time.s  
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Further,s non-stationarys images cannots bes studieds 
efficientlys bys onlys spatials ands frequencys domains 
representations.s 
Therefore,s ins orders tos overcomes thiss weakness,s thes 
spatial-scales domains combineds withs multi-resolutions 
concepts hass beens demonstrateds tos bes as prevailings 
meanss fors detections ands analyzings ofs spatial-scales 
propertiess ofs non-stationarys imagess ins asmores 
descriptives manner.s Multi-resolutions baseds images de-
noisings techniques,s suchs ass DWT,s SWT,sCTs ands 
NSCT,s overcomes s thes shortcomingss ofs thes spatial,s 
Fouriers ands frequencys domains baseds techniques.s 
However,s its iss founds thats DWTs ands SWTs sufferss 
froms poors directionality,s while,s CT,s froms lacks ofs 
shifts invariance.s Thus,s tos resolves thes limitations ofs 
DWT,s SWTs ands CT,s NSCTs hass beens introduceds 
[10-13].s NSCTs iss thes multi-directions ands shift-
invariants techniques whichs iss advantageouss ins images 
processings applications,s suchs as,s images de-nosing,s 
edges detection,s etc. Ins thes literature,s wides ranges ofs 
literatures publisheds ons images de-noisings methodss fors 
thes de-nosings ofs images,s however,s theres iss nos suchs 
literatures published,s whichs providess as comparitives 
studys ofs differents multi-resolutions techniquess ins 
termss ofs differents noises models,s noises variances,s 
subjectives ands objectives performances. 
 Thus,s thes comparisons ofs performances ofs 
multi-resolutions techniquess ins termss ofs differents noises 
models,s variances,s subjectives ands objectives 
performances,s iss thes centrals themes ofs thiss study. 

II.  IMAGE DE-NOISING TECHNIQUES 

Befores discussings thes images de-noisings techniques,s 
firsts ofs all,s its woulds bes appropriates tos discusss ins 
generals differents typess ofs noises,s suchs as,s Salts &s 
Pepper,s Poisson,s Speckles ands Gaussians noise.s Salts &s 
peppers Noises alsos knowns ass intensitys spikes.s Its iss 
generateds dues tos errorss ins s transmissions ofs datas ands 
mutilations ofs pixels elementss ins thes cameras sensors,s 
errors occurss durings digitizations process,s ass wells as,s 
dues tos errors ins memorys locations,s whiles Gaussians 
noises arisess dues tos detectorss ors amplifierss ands iss 
uniformlys distributeds overs thes image.s Here,s ins thiss 
study,s Salts ands Pepper,s Gaussians ands Speckles noisess 
haves beens selecteds fors testing,s analysiss s ands 
implementations purpose.s Multi-resolutions baseds images 
de-nosings techniques,s suchs as,s NSCT,s CT,s SWTs ands 
DWT,s haves beens selecteds ands implemented.s  
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Thes briefs descriptions ofs DWT,s SWT,s CTs ands 
NSCTs baseds de-noisings techniquess ares discusseds 
below:   

2.1 Image De-nosing by Discrete Wavelet Transform 
(DWT) 

In the DWT algorithm, the decomposition of  image has 
been carried out using analysis filter bank, followed by 
decimation operation. 
 The former consist of Low Pass (LP)  
and High Pass (HP) filter at each stage of decomposition. 
when a non stationary image process through these filters, it 
divides the image into two bands i.e., LP and HP bands [5-
9].  
The LP filter performs an averaging operation to extract the 
average information of the image, whereas, the HP filter 
performs an differencing operation to extract the lines, 
points and edges information of the non stationary image. 
Thereafter, the output of filtering operation is decimated by 
2. A 2-D transformation is achieved by performing two 
individual 1-D transforms.  
First, the image is filtered along the row and decimated by 2. 
It is then followed by filtering the sub-image along the 
column and decimated by 2 [8-9]..  
This operation splits the image into four bands namely 
                respectively. The de-noising procedure 
followed by DWT technique has been explained in the 
section 2.4. 

2.2 Image De-noising by Stationary Wavelet Transform 
(SWT) 

In order to resolve the problem of shift-variance associated 
with DWT, SWT based de-noising technique has been 
introduced [7-11]. It is also known as ‘a` trous’ algorithm. 
In the SWT algorithm, the filter is up-sampled by inserting 
zeros between the filter coefficients and eliminating the 
down-sampling step.  
Further, it uses a 2-D filter bank obtained from the scaling 
function, which in turn produces two images, of which one 
is an approximation image, whereas, the other is a detailed 
image called the wavelet plane.  
A wavelet plane contains the horizontal, vertical and 
diagonal detail between    and      resolution and is 
calculated as the difference between two successive 
approximations             levels.  
All the approximation images obtained through this 
decomposition, have equal number of rows and columns as 
the original image.  
This is due to the fact that the filters at each stage are up-
sampled by inserting zeros between the coefficients, which 
in turn make the size of the image equal [8-10].  The 
procedure for the de-noising of images by SWT has been 
explained in the section 2.4. 

2.3 Image De-nosing by Contourlet Transform (CT)  

Tos overcomes thes shortcomingss ofs waveletss ands 
curveletss [10],s proposeds as newlys methods ofs images 
representationss nameds contourlets,s whichs iss as "true"s 
twos dimensionals transforms thats cans captures thes 
intrinsics geometricals structuress informations ofs images,s 
ass wells as,s providess flexibles numbers ofs directionss 
[12].s Thes Contourlets Transforms (CT)s iss as reals 2-Ds 
transform,s whichs iss baseds ons thes concepts ofs non-

separables filters bankss ands providess ans efficients 
directionals multi-resolutions images representation.s Thes 
foremosts twos stepss s bys meanss ofs whichs enactments 
ofs thes CTs iss carrieds out:s first,s thes Laplacians 
Pyramids (LP)s iss useds tos seizes thes points incoherences 
ands thens followeds bys as Directionals Filters Banks 
(DFB)s tos joins points discontinuitiess intos linears 
structures.s  
Thes procedures fors thes de-noisings ofs imagess bys CTs 
hass beens explaineds ins thes sections 2.4. 

2.4s Images De-nosings bys Nons Sub-sampleds 
Contourlets Transforms (NSCT) 

Ins orders tos reduces thes frequencys aliasings ofs 
contourlets,s tos achieves thes propertys ofs shift-
invariance,s ass wells as,s enhances directionals selectivity,s 
[11]s proposeds as methods knowns as,s Nons Sub-
sampleds Contourlets Transforms (NSCT).s Thiss iss baseds 
ons thes Nons Sub-sampleds Pyramids Filters Bankss 
(NSPFB)s ands thes Nons Sub-sampleds Directionals Filters 
Bankss (NSDFB)s structure.s  
Thes formers providess multi-scales decompositions usings 
twos channels nons sub-sampleds 2-Ds filters banks,s whiles 
thes laters providess directionals decomposition,s whichs iss 
useds tos splits Bands Passs (BP)s sub-bandss ins eachs 
scales intos differents directions.s  
Since,s NSCTs iss shift-invariants technique,s whichs ins 
turns resultss ins betters frequencys selectivitys ands 
regularitys thans CT.s  
Thes NSCTs structures classifys 2-Ds frequencys domains 
intos wedge-shapeds directionals sub-bands ass showns ins 
Fig.s 1. 
Thes generals methodologys adopteds fors thes de-noisings 
ofs imagess usings DWT,s SWT,s CTs ands NSCTs baseds 
de-noisings techniquess cans bes summarizeds ass followss 
(Fig:s s 2):s  

i) Decomposes thes noisys images intos as 
contourlets ands wavelets domain. 

ii) Applys as specifics thresholdings rules tos thes 
coefficientss ins contourlets ands wavelets domain 

iii) Reconstructs thes de-noiseds datas usings inverses 
Wavelets ands Contourlets Transforms froms thes 
thresholds coefficients. 

III.   EVALUATIONS CRITERIAS  

Ins orders tos evaluates thes qualitys ofs thes de-noiseds 
images others thans simples qualitatives assessments ofs 
thes images.s 
 Metricss suchs as,s RMSEs ands PSNRs haves beens useds 
fors thes assessments ofs generateds de-noiseds imagess 
[13-14].s Thes mathematicals representations ofs theses 
measuress haves beens discusseds below:  

i) RMSE 
RMSE is one of the most usable and effective metric for the 
estimation of quality of image when reference image is 
present. RMSE is a good measure of accuracy [14]. 
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Fig. 1. Two level NSCT decomposition (a) NSFB 

structure that implements the NSCT (b) the 
corresponding frequency partition 

ii) PSNR 
PSNRs iss ones ofs thes mosts populars metrics useds 
tos measures thes distortions ofs thes de-noiseds images 
compareds withs thes references image.s Larges values 
ofs PSNRs indicatess lessers amounts ofs images 
distortion,s thes values ofs PSNRs shoulds bes larges 
fors betters outputs [14].s  

           
   

    
 
 

                         

 

 
Fig 2: Methodology adopted for image de-noising by 

DWT, SWT, CT and NSCT techniques 

        
                

 

   

 

   

 

   

     

where,     indicate the size of the image is    . 
                    indicate the de-noised and reference 
image. Smaller the value of RMSE, lesser is the difference 
between the images.  

IV. EVALUATIONS OFS RESULTSS ANDS 
DISCUSSIONS  

Thes analysiss ofs resultss ofs variouss images de-noisings 
techniquess belongings tos multi-resolutions techniques,s 
hass beens carrieds outs usings cameras images.s Ins orders 
tos analyzes thes performances ands capabilitys ofs thes de-
noisings techniquess useds ins thiss study,s its iss necessarys 
tos performs thes assessments ofs accuracys ands reviews 
thes results.s Further,s as thoroughs analysiss ofs thes 
performances ofs thes images de-noisings techniquess haves 
beens carrieds outs fors dataset,s boths visuallys ands 
quantitatively.s  
4.1s Visuals (Qualitative)s Analysiss  
Thes visuals comparisons ofs thes de-noiseds imagess iss 
carrieds outs fors thes subjectives assessment,s since,s its iss 
as simple,s yets ones ofs thes effectives methods fors 
assessings advantagess ands disadvantagess ofs anys de-
noisings technique.s Here,s ins thiss studys fors thes 
simulations purpose,s images ofs sizes        s hass 
beens taken.s Thes de-noiseds imagess ares visuallys 
evaluateds ins termss ofs differents parameterss ass listeds 
below 

i) Colour Radiometry (CR),  
ii) Shape of the object (SO) 
iii) Edge Sharpening (ES) 

 Further, these parameters have been used for the 
purpose of visual assessment. For visualization purposes, 
de-noising techniques have been categorized from 
“Excellent” to “Poor”, as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 Assessment of quality of image by qualitative 
method 

Gra
de 

Absolute Measure Relative Measure 

1 Excellent (E) The best in group 
2 Good (G) Lower than the excellent level 
3 Above Average (AA) Better than the average in group 
4 Average (A) Average level in group  
5 Below Average (BA) Lower than the average level 
6 Poor (P) The lowest in the group 

a) Analysiss ofs Images Contaminateds withs 
Gaussians Noises fors differents thresholdings 
techniques 

Its iss observeds thats thes spatials informations ofs alls 
thes de-noiseds imagess hass improveds whens compareds 
tos thes noisys images indicatings thats thes smalls 
featuress thats weres nots noticeables ins thes noisys 
images ares nows bes distinguishables ands identifiable.s 
Fig.s 4s showss thes de-noiseds imagess generateds bys 
differents de-nosings techniquess fors datasets DSs 
contaminateds withs Gaussian,s noise,s fors differents 
noises variances. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Objective assessment in 
terms of PSNR & RMSE  

Subjective Assessment in 
terms of Shape, Edge & Color 

 

Assessment of Accuracy  

Apply DWT, SWT, CT and NSCT 
techniques to de-noise the noisy image 

using defined threshold rule 

Image  
 

Add Gaussian, Salt & Pepper 
and Speckle Noise 
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Fig. 3 De-noised images generated by different de-nosing techniques using soft thresholding technique for DS 

dataset contaminated with Gaussian noise. 

 

Fig. 4 De-noised images generated by different de-nosing techniques using hard thresholding technique for DS 
dataset contaminated with Gaussian noise. 

 
(a) De-noising by DWT_BT 

 
(b) De-noising by SWT_BT 

 
(c) De-noising by CT_BT 

 
(d) De-noising by NSCT_BT 

Fig. 5 De-noised images generated by different de-nosing techniques using baye’s thresholding technique for DS 

dataset contaminated with Gaussian noise. 
Note: Soft Thresholding: ST, Hard Thresholding: HT, Baye’s 

Thresholding: BT 

Table 2 Comparison of de-noising techniques on the basis of visual object detection 
D
a
t
a
s
e
t 

Type of 
Noise 

Thresholdin
g Tech 
nique 

Noise 
Variance 

De-noising Technique 
DWT SWT CT NSCT 

CR SO ES CR SO ES CR SO ES CR SO ES 

D
S 

GAUSSIA
N  

NOISE 

Soft 
(ST) 

0.005 A A A A A A A AA A G AA AA 
0.050 A A A A A AA AA A AA AA AA AA 
0.500 BA BA BA A A BA A A A AA AA A 

Hard 
(HT) 

0.005 A A A AA A A AA A AA G G AA 
0.050 A A A A A AA AA A A AA AA AA 
0.500 BA BA BA A A BA A A A AA AA A 

Baye’s 
(BT) 

0.005 A A A AA A A AA A AA G G AA 
0.050 A A A A A AA AA A A AA AA AA 
0.500 A A BA A A A BA A A A AA AA 

 
 
 

 

 

 
(a) De-noising by DWT_ST with Gaussian Noise Variance =  0.005 

 

 
(b) De-noising by SWT_ST with Gaussian Noise Variance =  0.005 

 

 
(c) De-noising by CT_ST with Gaussian Noise Variance =  0.005 

 
(d) De-noising by NSCT_ST with Gaussian Noise Variance =  0.005 

 
(a) De-noising by DWT_HT  

(b) De-noising by SWT_HT 

 
(c) De-noising by CT_HT 

 
(d) De-noising by NSCT_HT 
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Tables 2s showss thats NSCTs baseds de-nosings techniques 
yieldss thes highests performances fors thes images 
corrupteds withs gaussians noises fors differents variances,s 
whens compareds tos CT,s SWTs ands DWTs baseds de-
nosings techniques.s Ins others words,s thes backgrounds 
ofs thes de-noiseds imagess withs NSCTs appearss 
smoothers ands removess thes noises prettys wells ins thes 
smooths regions,s ass wells as,s alongs thes edges.s Thus,s 
visually,s its cans bes inferreds thats NSCTs de-nosings 
techniques fors differents noises variancess workss wells 
ands yieldss thes betters performances ins termss ofs 
preservations ofs spectral,s spatials ands structurals 
similaritys information.s Thiss iss followeds bys CT,s SWTs 
ands DWTs baseds de-nosings techniquess usings differents 
thresholding.s However,s thes de-noiseds images generateds 
bys DWT_BT,s DWT_STs ands DWT_HTs baseds de-
noisings technqiuess (Fig.s 3,s 4s &s 5s (a,bs &s c))s yieldss 
lowers spatials quality.s Thiss iss dues tos thes sub-
samplings processs involveds ins DWTs technique,s 
leadings tos thes introductions ofs artifactss suchs as,s 
existences ofs squares blocks,s makings thes linears 
featuress zigzags ins thes image,s whens imagess ares 
zoomeds ins tos sees verys smalls objects.s Anothers factors 
affectings thes performances ofs DWTs baseds de-noisings 
techniques ins termss ofs spatials qualitys iss dues tos thes 

limiteds directionals selectivitys i.e.s horizontal,s verticals 
ands diagonals directionss possesss bys thes technique,s 
whichs ins turns deteriorates thes geometrys ofs thes 
featuress ins thes fuseds images.s Further,s thes intensitys 
ofs colours ins thes de-noiseds imagess generateds bys 
NSCTs iss slightlys lighter,s whens compareds tos thes 
originals image,s followeds bys CT,s SWTs ands DWTs 
baseds de-noisings techniques.s  
 Furthermore,s thes de-noiseds images generateds 
bys baye’ss thresholdings (BT)s techniques yieldss betters 
spatial,s spectrals ands structurals similaritys quality,s 
whens compareds tos Softs ands Hards thresholdings 
techniques.s Thiss mays bes dues tos thes efficients 
thresholdings processs involveds ins thes estimations ofs 
gaussians noises affecteds coefficientss effectivelys froms 
thes originals image. 

(b)s Analysiss ofs Images contaminateds withs Salts &s 
Peppers Noises fors differents noises variancess usings 
differents thresholdings techniques 

Fig.s 4s showss thes de-noiseds imagess generateds bys 
differents de-nosings techniquess fors datasets (DS)s 
contaminateds withs Salts &s Peppers noise,s fors differents 
noises variances. 

 

 
(a) De-noising by DWT_ST with Salt & 
Pepper Noise Variance =  0.005 

 
(b) De-noising by SWT_ST with 
Salt & Pepper Noise Variance =  
0.005 

 
(c) De-noising by CT_ST with 
Salt & Pepper Noise Variance =  
0.005 

 
(d) De-noising by NSCT_ST 
with Salt & Pepper Noise 
Variance =  0.005 

Fig. 3 De-noised images generated by different de-nosing techniques using soft thresholding technique for DS dataset 
contaminated with Salt & Pepper noise. 

 
(a) De-noising by DWT_HT 

 
(b) De-noising by DWT_HT 

 
(c) De-noising by DWT_HT 

 
(d) De-noising by SWT_HT 

 
(e) De-noising by SWT_HT 

 
(f) De-noising by SWT_HT 

 
(g) De-noising by CT_HT 

 
(h) De-noising by CT_HT 

 
(i) De-noising by CT_HT 
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(j) De-noising by NSCT_HT 

 
(k) De-noising by NSCT_HT 

 
(l) De-noising by NSCT_HT 

Fig. 3 De-noised images generated by different de-nosing techniques using hard thresholding technique for DS  
dataset  

contaminated with Salt & Pepper noise. 
 

 
(a) De-noising by DWT_BT 

 
(b) De-noising by DWT_BT 

 
(c) De-noising by DWT_BT 

 
(d) De-noising by SWT_BT 

 
(e) De-noising by SWT_BT 

 
(f) De-noising by SWT_BT 

 
(g) De-noising by CT_BT 

 
(h) De-noising by CT_BT 

 
(i) De-noising by CT_BT 

 
(j) De-noising by NSCT_BT 

 
(k) De-noising by NSCT_BT 

 
(l) De-noising by NSCT_BT 

Fig. 3 De-noised images generated by different de-nosing techniques using baye’s thresholding technique for DS 

dataset  
 contaminated with Salt & Pepper noise. 

 
Withs references tos Fig.s 4,s its iss observeds thats thes de-
noiseds imagess generateds bys NSCTs (Fig.s 4(j),s (k)s &s 
(l)),s ands CTs (Fig.s 4(g),s (h)s &s (i)),s techniquess 
exhibits goods geometrics details,s whens compareds tos 
thes originals image.s However,s thes intensitys ofs colours 
ins thes de-noiseds imagess generateds bys NSCTs 
techniques ares slightlys lighter,s whens compareds tos thes 
references image,s followeds bys CT,s SWTs (Fig.s 4(d),s 
(e)s &s (f)),s ands DWTs (Fig.s 4(a),s (b)s &s (c)),s baseds 
de-noisings techniques.s However,s thes de-noiseds images 
generateds bys CT,s SWTs ands DWTs techniques yieldss 
lowers spatials quality.s Amongsts thes de-noisings 
techniques,s DWTs yieldss lowests performances ins termss 
ofs subjectives measure.s Thiss mays bes dues tos thes 
limiteds directionals selectivitys i.e.s horizontal,s verticals 

ands diagonals directionss possesss bys thes technique,s 
whichs ins turns deteriorates thes geometrys ofs thes 
featuress ins thes de-noiseds images.s s  
Withs references tos Fig.s 5,s its iss observeds thats thes de-
noiseds imagess generateds bys NSCTs (Fig.s 5(j),s (k)s &s 
(l)),s ands CTs (Fig.s 5(g),s (h)s &s (i)),s techniquess 
exhibits goods geometrics details,s whens compareds tos 
thes originals image.s However,s thes intensitys ofs colours 
ins thes de-noiseds imagess generateds bys NSCTs 
techniques ares slightlys lighter,s whens compareds tos thes 
originals image,s followeds bys CT,s  
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SWTs (Fig.s 5(d),s (e)s &s (f))s ands DWTs (Fig.s 5(a),s 
(b)s &s (c))s baseds de-noisings technique.s However,s thes 
de-noiseds images generateds bys DWTs techniques yieldss 
lowers spatials quality.s Thiss mays bes dues tos thes 
limiteds directionals selectivitys i.e.s horizontal,s verticals 

ands diagonals directionss possesss bys thes technique,s 
whichs ins turns deteriorates thes geometrys ofs thes 
featuress ins thes de-noiseds images.s Thes comparisons 
resultss ofs differents de-nosings techniquess ons thes basiss 
ofs visuals objects detections ares listeds ins Table 2. 

Table 2 Comparison of de-noising techniques on the basis of visual object detection 

Dat
aset 

Type of 
Noise 

Threshol
ding 
Tech 
nique 

Noise 
Varian

ce 

De-noising Technique 

DWT SWT CT NSCT 

CR SO ES CR SO ES CR SO ES CR SO ES 

DS 
SALT  & 
PEPPER 
NOISE 

Soft 
0.005 A A A A A A A AA A G AA AA 

0.050 A A A A A AA AA A AA AA AA AA 

0.500 BA BA BA A A BA A A A AA AA A 

Hard 
0.005 A A A AA A A AA A AA G G AA 

0.050 A A A A A AA AA A A AA AA AA 

0.500 BA BA BA A A BA A A A AA AA A 

Baye’s 
0.005 A A A AA A A AA A AA G G AA 

0.050 A A A A A AA AA A A AA AA AA 

0.500 A A A A A A A A A AA AA AA 

Tables 2s showss thats NSCTs baseds de-nosings techniques 
yieldss thes highests performances fors differents typess ofs 
noisess fors differents variances,s whens compareds tos 
CT,s SWTs ands DWTs baseds de-nosings techniques.s Ins 
others words,s thes backgrounds ofs thes de-noiseds imagess 
withs NSCTs appearss smoothers ands removess thes noises 
prettys wells ins thes smooths regions,s ass wells as,s alongs 
thes edges.s Thus,s visually,s its cans bes inferreds thats 
NSCTs de-nosings techniques fors differents noises 
variancess workss wells ands yieldss thes betters 
performances ins termss ofs preservations ofs spectral,s 
spatials ands structurals similaritys information.s Thiss iss 
followeds bys CT,s SWTs ands DWTs baseds de-nosings 
techniques. 

4.2s Quantitatives Analysiss  
Thes investigations ands analysiss ofs resultss obtaineds 
froms differents de-noisings techniquess haves beens 
carrieds outs usings quantitatives indicators,s ass 
mentioneds ins thes Tables 3.s Its iss observeds thats alls 
typess ofs noisess causess degradations ins thes images 
qualitys whichs ins turns resultss ins losss ofs information.s 
Thes de-noisings ofs degradeds images iss performeds 
usings NSCT,s CT,s SWTs ands DWTs techniques.s Thes 
de-noiseds images whichs wills bests preserves thes 
spectral,s spatials ands structurals similaritys informations 
ofs thes originals images iss thes ones thats hass satisfieds 
thes followings conditionss (Table 3).  

Table 3 The ideal and error value of different quantitative indicators 
S. 

No. 
Metric Ideal 

Value 
Error 
Value 1 Root Mean Square Error 

(RMSE) 
0    

2 Peak Signal-to-Noise 
Ratio (PSNR) 

NA    
Baseds ons theses parameters,s thes performances ands 
accuracys ofs thes de-noisings techniquess wills bes carrieds 
out.s  
Table 4 Comparison of RMSE for DS dataset corrupted with Gaussian, Salt & Pepper and Speckle noise for different 

noise variances 

Dataset Type of Noise 
Different 

Thresholding 
Noise 

Variance 

RMSE Metric  
De-noising Technique 

DWT SWT CT NSCT 

DS 

GAUSSIAN  
NOISE 

Soft 
0.005 6.46 6.15 5.11 4.21 

0.050 6.51 6.35 5.65 4.48 

0.500 8.02 7.35 6.67 5.34 

Hard 
0.005 6.49 6.17 5.49 5.17 

0.050 7.67 7.42 6.57 6.05 

0.500 9.07 8.37 7.21 6.37 

Baye’s 
0.005 5.92 5.39 5.86 5.02 

0.050 5.82 5.77 5.24 5.12 

0.500 6.37 6.32 5.48 5.76 

SALT  & 
PEPPER NOISE 

Soft 

0.005 5.45 5.15 4.11 3.21 

0.050 5.51 5.35 4.65 3.48 

0.500 7.02 6.35 5.67 4.34 
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Hard 
0.005 5.49 5.17 4.49 4.17 

0.050 6.67 6.42 5.57 5.05 

0.500 8.07 7.37 6.21 5.37 

Baye’s 
0.005 4.92 4.39 4.86 4.02 

0.050 4.82 4.77 4.24 4.12 

0.500 5.77 5.32 4.48 4.76 

 
4.2.1s Analysiss baseds ons RMSEs s  
Generally,s smallers RMSEs values representss as greaters 
accuracys measures ins termss ofs images fidelity.s Thes 
resultss ofs RMSEs generateds bys differents images de-
nosings techniquess fors differents datasetss ares tabulateds 
ins Tables 4.s Tables 4s showss thes comparisons ofs 
RMSEs fors datasets (DS)s fors variouss noises variances.s  
a) Analysiss ofs DSs datasets  
Analysiss ofs results showss thats thes Gaussians ands Salts 
&s Peppers noises affecteds imagess ares effectivelys de-

noiseds withs NSCTs baseds de-nosings technique,s ass 
indicateds bys lows RMSEs value,s whens compareds tos 
CT,s SWTs ands DWTs baseds de-nosings techniques.s 
Amongsts de-nosings techniques,s DWTs baseds de-nosings 
techniques exhibitss lows performances ins termss ofs 
RMSEs metric.s Thiss iss dues tos thes sub-samplings 
processs involveds ins DWTs technique,s leadings tos thes 
introductions ofs artifactss suchs as,s existences ofs squares 
blocks,s makings thes linears featuress zigzags ins thes 
image.  

   

 
Fig. 6 RMSE values corresponding to different de-noising techniques for Gaussian Noise, Salt & Pepper and Speckle 

Noise for different noise variances using DS. 
 

 
  

Thus,s its cans bes concludeds thats NSCTs baseds de-
nosings techniques yieldss thes highests performances ins 
termss ofs preservations ofs edges information,s whens 
compareds tos CT,s SWTs ands DWTs de-nosings 
techniques.s Ins others words,s NSCTs techniques iss 
suitables fors de-nosings ofs imagess s contaminateds withs 
Gaussians ands Salts &s Peppers noise,s whens compareds 
tos others baseds de-nosings techniques.s Thes RMSEs 

valuess correspondings tos differents de-noisings 
techniquess hass beens plotteds fors DS,s ass showns ins 
Fig.s 6. 
4.2.2s Analysiss baseds ons PSNR 
Generally,s highers valuess ofs PSNRs reflects lesss 
amounts ofs images distortion.s Thes analysiss ofs PSNRs 
valuess fors differents de-nosings techniquess ares 
tabulateds ins Tables 5. 
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Table 5 Comparison of PSNR for DS dataset contaminated with Gaussian, Salt & Pepper Noise for different noise 
variances 

Dataset Type of Noise 
Different 

Thresholding 
Noise 

Variance 

PSNR Metric  
De-noising Technique 

DWT SWT CT NSCT 

DS 

GAUSSIAN  
NOISE 

Soft 

0.005 29.5431 30.5581 31.5620 32.2317 

0.050 27.1879 28.1428 28.9857 29.1648 

0.500 24.8780 25.8017 26.2782 26.5471 

Hard 

0.005 28.5421 29.5872 30.3186 30.9640 

0.050 24.1859 25.1218 25.9857 27.1573 

0.500 23.8690 24.8277 25.2789 26.5422 

Baye’s 

0.005 31.5453 31.9966 33.6286 34.2670 

0.050 29.1879 30.1058 30.9257 31.1543 

0.500 25.0750 26.8123 27.1289 28.1570 

SALT  & 
PEPPER 
NOISE 

Soft 

0.005 30.5453 31.5586 32.5282 33.2677 

0.050 28.1879 29.1558 29.9857 30.1728 

0.500 25.8690 27.8279 28.2789 28.5365 

Hard 

0.005 29.5453 30.5961 31.5286 31.9757 

0.050 25.1879 26.1572 27.9857 29.1589 

0.500 24.8690 25.8252 26.2789 27.5421 

Baye’s 

0.005 32.5453 33.5863 34.5286 35.2672 

0.050 30.1879 31.1558 32.1257 33.1558 

0.500 25.8690 27.8258 28.2789 29.9570 

  
a) Analysiss ofs DSs s dataset 
Withs references tos Tables 5,s as highs values fors PSNRs 
iss observeds fors NSCTs baseds de-noisings technique.s Ins 
others words,s NSCTs techniques producess goods qualitys 
de-noiseds images withs highs PSNRs valuess ins 
comparisons tos CT,s SWTs ands DWTs s baseds de-
nosings techniques.s Amongsts thes de-nosings techniques,s 

thes de-noiseds images generateds bys DWTs techniques 
yieldss lows valuess ofs PSNR.s Thiss mays bes dues tos 
thes sub-samplings processs associateds withs thes DWTs 
technique,s leadings tos thes introductions ofs artifactss ins 
thes resultings de-noiseds image.s Thes differents de-
nosings techniquess outputss correspondings tos PSNRs 
valuess ares showns fors images ins Figs 7.

   

  
Fig. 7 PSNR values corresponding to different de-noising techniques for, Gaussian, Salt & Pepper and Speckle Noise 

for different noise variances using DS.  
As visuals interpretations ofs PSNRs valuess (Fig.s 7)s 
suggestss thats NSCTs baseds de-nosings techniques usings 
yieldss thes highests performances ins termss ofs 
preservations ofs spectral,s spatials ands structurals 
similaritys information,s whens compareds tos CT,s SWTs 
ands DWTs baseds de-nosings techniques.s Thus,s its cans 
bes ascertaineds thats NSCTs techniques iss bests ins 

preservings thes structurals similarity,s spatials ands 
spectrals information,s whens compareds tos others baseds 
de-nosings techniques.s Ins others words,s NSCTs baseds 
de-nosings techniques emergeds ass ones ofs thes mosts 
effectives de-nosings technique,s followeds bys CT,s SWTs 
ands DWTs baseds de-nosings techniques. 
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Fig. 7 PSNR values corresponding to different de-noising techniques for, Gaussian, Salt & Pepper and Speckle Noise 

for different noise variances using DS

V. CONCLUSION 

Ins thiss study,s as comparisons ofs performances ofs multi-
resolutions baseds de-noisings techniques,s hass beens 
carrieds outs ins termss ofs differents noises models,s noises 
variances,s quantitatives ands qualitatives measures.s Thes 
images iss contaminateds withs Gaussian,s Salts &s peppers 
ands speckles noisess fors varyings noises variances.s 
Analysiss ofs results showss thats de-noisings ofs images 
bys NSCTs technique,s yieldss thes s bests results ins termss 
ofs objectives ands subjectives s measures.s Further,s 
NSCTs techniques exhibitss goods performances ins termss 
ofs PSNRs ands RMSE.s Thiss mays bes dues tos thes 
reasons thats NSCTs techniques possesss thes propetys ofs s 
shift-invariants ands multi-directionality,s whichs ins turns 
avoidss thes introductions ofs artifactss ins thes resultings 
image.s Thus,s its cans bes concludeds froms thiss studys 
thats analysiss ands de-nosings ofs 2Ds signalss cans bes 
analyzeds effectivelys bys usings shift-invariants NSCTs 
technique,s whens compareds tos CT,s SWTs ands DWTs 
techniques.s Thes outcomes ofs thiss studys coulds 
therefores bes utilizeds fors furthers images processings 
tasks. 
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